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Abstract 
Nowadays weight optimization is increasingly becoming an 

important tool for manufacturing and mechanical design. A 

formulation and solution technique using Particle Swarm 

Optimization (PSO) and Simulated Annealing (SA) for design 

optimization of Composite Leaf Springs is presented in this work. 

Leaf Springs are long and narrow plates attached to the frame of 

a trailer that rest above or below the trailer's axle. This paper 

aims at minimizing the weight of leaf spring subjected to certain 

constraints. The dimensions of an existing conventional leaf 

spring of a light commercial vehicle are used to design mono 

composite (E- Glass epoxy) leaf spring which is of great interest 

to the transportation industry. The constant cross-section design 

is used due to its capability for mass production and to 

accommodate continuous reinforcement of fibres. The design 

constraints are bending stresses and deflection. Compared to the 

steel spring, the composite spring has stresses and deflection that 

are much lower, and the spring weight is nearly 85.02% lower 

using Particle Swarm Optimization and 78.87% lower using 

Simulated Annealing. From the results, it is observed that the 

composite leaf spring is lighter and more economical than the 

conventional steel spring with similar design specifications and 

two techniques are compared which shows that Particle Swarm 

Optimization has outperformed Simulated Annealing. 

 

Key words: Composites, Leaf spring, Particle Swarm 

Optimization, Simulated Annealing, Steel Spring, Weight. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The continued integration of light weight composites into 

automotive and transportation reduces the weight of 

vehicle in recent years. Since reducing the weight reduces 

the amount of fuel it needs and increases the speed it can 

reach. The suspension leaf spring is one of the crucial 

suspension elements for weight reduction in automobiles 

as it accounts for 10-20% of the unsprung weight. The 

elements whose weight is not transmitted to the suspension 

spring are called unsprung elements of the automobiles. 

These include wheel assembly, axles and part of the weight 

of suspension spring and shock absorbers [8]. The 

introduction of Glass Fibre Reinforced Plastic (GFRP) 

made it possible to reduce the weight of suspension spring. 

Several papers are devoted to the application of composite 

materials for automobiles. Some of these papers are 

reviewed here, with emphasis on those papers that involve 

composite leaf springs. B.Vijaya Lakshmi and I. 

Satyanarayana [1] carried out static and dynamic analysis 

of composite leaf spring in heavy vehicles. Breadmore [2] 

studied the application of composite structures for 

automobiles. Moris [3] concentrated on using composites 

in the rear suspension system. Yu and Kim [4] designed 

and optimized a double tapered beam for automotive 

suspension leaf spring. Corvi [5] investigated a preliminary 

approach to composite beam design and used it for a 

composite leaf spring. 

Since, the composite materials have maximum strength, 

minimum modulus of elasticity and low mass density as 

compared to those of steel, multi-leaf steel springs are 

being replaced by mono-leaf composite springs. Excellent 

strength-to-weight ratio can be achieved by composite 

materials which offer opportunities for significant weight 

saving The resulting weight reduction that is realized by 

using composite materials translate into considerable cost 

savings in terms of fuel. Composite materials also have 

excellent fatigue resistance and durability. 

Deterministic algorithms use specific rules for moving 

from one solution to other. These algorithms do suite 

sometimes and have been successfully applied for many 

engineering design problems. While Stochastic Algorithms 

are in nature with probabilistic translation rules. These are 

gaining popularity due to certain properties which 

deterministic algorithms do not have. Genetic Algorithms 

(GA), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Ant Colony 

Optimization (ACO), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

and Simulated Annealing (SA) methods represent a new 

class of Stochastic Algorithms that have come into 

prominence during the last decade. This paper presents on 

PSO and Simulated Annealing approach for design 
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optimization of leaf spring. Particle swarm optimization is 

a population based stochastic optimization technique 

inspired by social behaviour of bird flocking and fish 

schooling. PSO shares many similarities with evolutionary 

computation techniques such as Genetic Algorithms (GA). 

The system is initialized with a population of random 

solutions and searches for optima by updating generations. 

However, unlike GA, PSO has no evolution operators such 

as crossover and mutation. In PSO, the potential solutions, 

called particles, fly through the problem space by 

following the current optimum particles. Simulated 

Annealing (SA) is analogous to the physical process of 

annealing of metals and glass, a technique involving 

heating and controlled cooling of a material to increase the 

size of its crystals and reduce their defects. The heat causes 

the atoms to become unstuck from their initial positions (a 

local minimum of the internal energy) and wander 

randomly through states of higher energy; the slow cooling 

gives them more chances of finding configurations with 

lower internal energy than the initial one. 

In the present work, a steel leaf spring used in vehicle is 

replaced with a mono composite leaf spring made of E- 

Glass epoxy composites. The dimensions and the number 

of leaves for composite leaf spring are same as that of steel 

spring. The primary objective is the weight saving of 

composite leaf spring. 

 

2. Literature Review 
 

In a previous study by the authors [10], a PSO was applied 

for the Multi-objective optimization design for gradient 

stiffness leaf spring. Although Design of a composite leaf 

spring was the subject for many investigators [6, 8, 9, 12, 

13], no paper has reported (to the best of knowledge of 

authors) on composite leaf springs using Particle Swarm 

Optimization and Simulated Annealing approach. 

 Lakshmi et al. [1] carried out static and dynamic 

analysis of composite leaf spring in heavy vehicles. The 

objective was to compare the load carrying capacity, 

stiffness and weight saving of composite leaf spring with 

that of steel leaf spring. Static & Dynamic analysis of Leaf 

spring was performed using COSMOS. Beardmore) [2] 

described several examples of composite automotive 

structures. Morris [3] described the design, fabrication, 

weight analysis and testing of a composite integrated rear 

suspension in a Ford Escort vehicle. The spring was 

designed using previously developed composite design 

procedures. The results showed concept of feasibility, a 

vehicle weight saving of 7 lb, good ride, noise, vibration 

and harshness (NVH) characteristics.  Yu et al. [ 4 ] 

investigated the Fundamental properties of the 

dimensioning of the double tapered FRP leaf spring The 

optimal taper ratio was proved to be 0.5. Prototype 

longitudinal type double tapered leaf spring that replaced 

four leaf steel springs was made from glass fibre and epoxy. 

Corvi [5] suggested that material with maximum strength 

and minimum modulus of elasticity in longitudinal 

direction is the most suitable material for a leaf spring. 

G.S.Shivashankar et al. [6] replaced the steel leaf spring 

with a Genetic Algorithm based optimally designed 

composite leaf spring.  M. Gobbi et al. [7] presented a 

method for the design of helical springs with particular 

reference to those made from composite material and 

having a hollow circular section.  I. Rajendran et al. [8] 

formulated and solved the design optimization problem of 

composite leaf spring using genetic algorithm. A reduction 

of 75.6% weight was achieved when a seven-leaf steel 

spring was replaced with a mono-leaf composite spring 

under identical conditions of design parameters and 

optimization.  M. Abachizadeh et al. [9] investigated the 

Ant colony optimization and applied on two structural 

benchmark problems. The problems, the gear ratio 

optimization and the geometrical optimization of a 

composite leaf spring, were chosen of discrete and 

continuous domain nature.  Fan Qin-man [10] established 

multiobjective optimization model of Gradient stiffness 

leaf spring of vehicles according to a certain light truck 

using Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. The model 

was solved using Optimal Design platform of Matlab 

software. An optimal structure design scheme and 

optimization design parameters were obtained under the 

goals of the minimum total mass of the spring, minimum 

maximum stress in the roots of main spring, minimum 

maximum stress in the roots of auxiliary spring.  Li 

Zhanfang et al. [11] solved the multiobjective non-linear 

optimization design of a hydro-pneumatic spring. To 

develop the genetic algorithm of the optimization of hydro-

pneumatic spring, a weighted sum was used to normalize 

the four objectives of ride comfort, suspension stroke, road 

holding and road friendliness with fixed weight. The linear 

fitness scaling was used to enhance the global search 

ability of GA and adaptive penalty method was used to 

handle the constraint conditions besides the range of 

design variables. Krishan Kumar et al. [12] carried out 

work on a multi leaf spring having nine leaves used by a 

commercial vehicle. The finite element modeling and 

analysis of a multi leaf spring was carried out. The FE 

model of the leaf spring was generated in CATIA and 

imported in ANSYS for finite element analysis. A 

comparison of both i.e. experimental and FEA results was 

done to conclude. M.Venkatesan et al. [ 13 ] described 

design and experimental analysis of composite leaf spring 

made of glass fiber reinforced polymer. The objective was 

to compare the load carrying capacity, stiffness and weight 

saving of composite leaf spring with that of steel leaf 

spring. Static analysis of 2-D model of conventional leaf 

spring was also performed using ANSYS and compared 

with experimental results. Finite element analysis with full 
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load on 3-D model of composite multi leaf spring was 

done using ANSYS and the analytical results were 

compared with experimental results. Compared to steel 

spring, the composite leaf spring was found to have 76.4% 

weight reduction. 

 

3. Problem Definition 
 

A leaf spring is a simple form of spring commonly used for 

the suspension in wheeled vehicles. A leaf spring takes the 

form of a slender arc-shaped length of spring steel of 

rectangular cross-section. For very heavy vehicles, a leaf 

spring can be made from several leaves stacked on top of 

each other in several layers, often with progressively 

shorter leaves. The material used for leaf springs is usually 

a plain carbon steel having 0.90 to 1.0% carbon. Since, the 

composite materials have maximum strength, minimum 

modulus of elasticity and low mass density as compared 

with those of steel, multi-leaf steel springs are being 

replaced by mono-leaf composite springs. There are three 

design criterion according to which a Leaf spring is 

designed, namely, constant width with varying thickness 

design, constant thickness with varying width design and 

constant cross section design in which both thickness and 

width are varied throughout the leaf spring such that the 

cross-section area remains constant along the length of the 

leaf spring. Hence, centre width and thickness is 

considered for optimization. The end thickness and width 

is determined on the basis of taper ratio [8]. The 

dimensions of an existing conventional leaf spring of a 

light commercial vehicle used are as given in Table 1 

 
 

Table 1: Dimensions of existing leaf spring 

 

Objective function: The objective is to arrive at the 

minimum weight of the leaf spring. The objective function, 

f (w) identified for the study is given as shown in Eq. (1): 

 

f(w) ρLbt                                                                       (1) 

 

Where ρ is the density of composite material, L is the 

leaf spring length, b is the width at centre, t is the thickness 

at centre. 

Design Variables: The design variables chosen for 

the present problem are: (1) centre width, b (2) centre 

thickness, t. The range for the design variables are 

specified as: 

bmax = 50 mm and bmin = 20 mm 

tmax = 50 mm and tmin = 10 mm 

 

Design parameters: The design parameters are 

usually independent of the design variables. The design 

parameters chosen for the design are the leaf spring length 

L, design load W, composite material properties – (1) 

Density 


 (2) Young’s Modulus E (3) Maximum 

allowable stress Smax. 

 

Design constraints: The design constraints limit the 

functional performance and resource utilization of the leaf 

spring. In this problem, the constraints are the bending 

stress Sb, vertical deflection d given by Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) 

respectively. 

2bt

WL5.1
Sb                                                        (2)         

3

3

Ebt4

WL
d                                                             (3)              

 

The upper and lower limits for the constraints are as 

follows: 

Sbmax = 550 MPa and   Sbmin = 400 MPa 

dmax = 160 mm    and    dmin = 120 mm 

 

4. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

 
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) proposed by Dr. 

Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy [14] is based on global 

optimization evolutionary algorithm. Particle swarm 

optimization (PSO) is a social-psychological model of 

social influence and social learning, inspired by the social 

behaviour of bird flocking or fish schooling. 

A PSO algorithm maintains a swarm of particles, 

where each particle represents a potential solution. In 

analogy with evolutionary paradigms, a swarm is similar to 

a population, while a particle is similar to an individual. In 

simple terms, the particles are flown through a 

multidimensional search space, where the position of each 

particle is adjusted according to its own experience and 

that of its neighbours. PSO is initialized with a group of 

random particles (solutions) and then searches for optima 

by updating generations. In every iteration, each particle is 

updated by following two “best” values. Each particle 

keeps track of its coordinates in the problem space which 

Parameter Dimensions 

Design Load (N), W 4500 

Spring Length under straight 

condition (mm), L 

1220 

Maximum Allowable Vertical 

deflection (mm), max  

160 

Spring Rate (N/mm), K 28-32 
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are associated with the best solution (fitness) that has 

achieved so far. This value is called pbest. Another best 

value that is tracked by the PSO is the best value obtained 

so far by any particle in the neighbor of the particle. This 

value is called gbest. The PSO concept consists of 

changing the velocity (or accelerating) of each particle 

toward its pbest and the gbest position at each time step. 

Each particle tries to modify its current position and 

velocity according to the distance between its current 

position and pbest and the distance between its current 

position and gbest. 

After finding the two best values, the particle updates 

its velocity and positions with the Eq. (4) 

 

])[)(

])[)(

*

n,best

n,best

nposition(g*rand2*c

nposition(p*rand1*c

vv

2

1

n1n







 

1nvnposition1nposition  ][][         (4)                                                         

 

Where, 

Vn+1: Velocity of particle at n+1
th

 iteration 

Vn: Velocity of particle at n
th

 iteration 

c1: acceleration factor related to pbest, usually set to 

2.0.  

c2: acceleration factor related to gbest, usually set to 

2.0.  

rand1 ( ): random number between 0 and 1 

rand2 ( ): random number between 0 and 1 

pbest: Best solution among the each particle 

gbest: Best position found so far 

position [n+1]: solution of particle at n+1
th

 iteration  

position[n]: solution of particle at n
th

 iteration  

 Inertia Weight to ensure convergent behaviour, 

and is given by Eq. (5): 

min

max

max
minmax

it

)itit(
*)()it( 


      (5) 

 

Where, 

 (it)=inertia at iteration it 

max = initial inertia weight (usually 0.9) 

min = final inertia weight (usually 0.4) 

maxit =maximum number of iterations 

  It     =iteration number 

 

4.1 Velocity Clamping 

 
In Basic PSO, it was found that the velocity quickly 

explodes to large values, especially for particles far from 

the neighbourhood best and personal best positions. 

Consequently, particles have large velocity updates, which 

result in particles leaving the boundaries of the search 

space. Therefore, the velocities are clamped to stay within 

boundary constraints. If a particle’s velocity exceeds a 

specified maximum velocity, the particle’s velocity is set to 

the maximum velocity. 

This leaves the problem of finding a good value for 

each maximum velocity in order to balance between 

moving too fast or too slow, and exploration and 

exploitation. Usually, the maximum values are selected to 

be a fraction of the domain of each dimension of the search 

space as given by Eq. (6). 

 

Vmax= k × (xmax − xmin)/2                                                 (6) 

  

where xmax and xmin are respectively the maximum and 

minimum values of the domain of x and value of k 

represents a user-supplied velocity clamping factor, 0.1 

 k   1.0. 

 

4.2 Algorithm 

 
The PSO algorithm works by simultaneously maintaining 

several candidate solutions in the search space. During 

each iteration of the algorithm, each candidate solution is 

evaluated by the objective function being optimized, 

determining the fitness of that solution. Each candidate 

solution can be thought of as a particle “flying” through the 

fitness landscape finding the maximum or minimum of the 

objective function. 

 

The PSO algorithm consists of following steps: 

 

1. Generate the initial population  

2. Evaluate the fitness of each particle.  

3. Update individual and global best fitnesses and 

positions.  

4. Update velocity and position of each particle. 

 

This process is repeated until some stopping condition is 

met. Some common stopping conditions include: a preset 

number of iterations of the PSO algorithm, a number of 

iterations since the last update of the global best candidate 

solution, or a predefined target fitness value. A computer 

program using MATLAB is developed to perform the 

optimization process, and to obtain the best possible 

design. The flow chart describing the step-by-step 

procedure of optimizing the composite leaf spring using 

PSO is shown in Figure 1. 
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          Fig. 1: Flowchart of PSO Algorithm 
 

5. Simulated Annealing 

 
Simulated Annealing (SA) is a probabilistic method, 

introduced in 1983 by Kirkpatrick et al. [33], which 

imitates the annealing process used in metallurgy. 

Simulated annealing is a local search algorithm (meta-

heuristic) capable of escaping from local optima. 

Simulated annealing is so named because of its analogy to 

the process of physical annealing with solids, in which a 

crystalline solid is heated and then allowed to cool very 

slowly until it achieves its most regular possible crystal 

lattice configuration (i.e., its minimum lattice energy state), 

and thus is free of crystal defects. If the cooling schedule is 

sufficiently slow, the final configuration results in a solid 

with such superior structural integrity. 

 

5.1 The Method 

 
SA's major advantage over other methods is an ability to 

avoid becoming trapped in local minima. The algorithm 

employs a random search which not only accepts changes 

that decrease the objective function f (assuming a 

minimisation problem), but also accepts some changes that 

increase it. The latter are accepted with a probability as 

given by Eq. 7 

p=exp







 

T

f

                                                             (7) 

where  f is the increase in f and T is a control 

parameter, which by analogy with the original application 

is known as the system ''temperature" irrespective of the 

objective function involved. Several parameters need to be 

included in an implementation of SA which are: 

1. The set of configurations, or states, of the 

system, including an initial configuration 

(which is often chosen at random). 

2. A generation rule for new configurations, 

which is usually obtained by defining the 

neighbourhood of each configuration and 

choosing the next configuration randomly 

from the neighbourhood of the current one. 

3. The target, or cost, function, to be minimized 

over the configuration space. (This is the 

analogue of the energy.) 

4. The cooling schedule of the control 

parameter, including initial values and rules 

for when and how to change it. .) The 

probability can be summarized by e
-(E2-E1)/T

, 

where E1 is the cost of the current 

configuration and E2 is the cost of the 

changed configuration (This is the analogue 

of the temperature and its decreases) 

Yes 

Yes 

Start 

Input: Population size (N), max. number of 
iterations, composite spring data, mini and 
maxi bound PSO Parameters and set zero 

initial velocity 

Initialize Randomly Position of Particle 

Compute stress and deflection 

No 

Yes 

Compute fitness function, gbest and pbest 

Is stress and deflection 

less than their limits? 

Iteration=1 

Is new stress and 

deflection less than their 

limits? 

Compute new velocity, position, Stress and 
deflection 

No 

Compute fitness function 

Is pbest>fitness 
(current) 

pbest remain same 

No 

Iteration=iteration+1, until max. number of iterations 

Print best values of variables and weight 

Stop 

Update pbest= fitness 

(current) 

Update gbest= (pbest) min 
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5. Whatever the probability equation ends up 

being it is used to determine          whether a 

new configuration is accepted or not. If a new 

configuration has a smaller cost, and 

therefore is better than the current 

configuration, it will be accepted 

automatically. 

6. The termination condition, which is usually 

based on the time and the values of the cost 

function and/or the control parameter. 

 

5.2 Annealing schedule 

 
The annealing schedule determines the degree of uphill 

movement permitted during the search and is thus critical 

to the algorithm's performance. The principle underlying 

the choice of a suitable annealing schedule is easily stated: 

the initial temperature should be high enough to "melt" the 

system completely and should be reduced towards its 

"freezing point" as the search progresses. 

 

1. A suitable initial temperature T0 is one that results 

in an average increase of acceptance probability 

p0 of about 0.8. In other words, there is an 80% 

chance that a change which increases the 

objective function will be accepted. The value of 

T0 will clearly depend on the scaling of f and, 

hence, be problem-specific. It can be estimated by 

conducting an initial search in which all increases 

are accepted and calculating the average objective 

increase observed df
+
. T0 is then given by Eq (8): 

       T0=
)ln(p

 df-

0

+

                                                    (8) 

 

2. The simplest and most common temperature 

decrement rule is given by Eq. (9):                

                                

        Tk+1 =  Tk                                                                                   (9) 

 

where   is a constant close to, but smaller than, 

1. This exponential cooling scheme (ECS) was 

first proposed with   = 0.95. 

 

5.3 Algorithm 

 
Metropolis created an algorithm, which is also known as 

the Metropolis rule of probability, to simulate annealing 

through a series of moves. SA starts by choosing some 

random configuration that solves the problem. There is an 

objective function that determines the cost of the given 

configuration. It is this function that is being minimized (or 

maximized depending on what the optimal solution is). 

During each move, the system has some probability of 

changing its current configuration to a worse one. SA 

Algorithm consists of following Steps: 

 

1. Select Initial Configuration (x), Initial 

Temperature (T0) and Reduction function ( ) 

2. Generate randomly a neighbouring Solution (x
’
). 

3. Calculate the function value at x and x’. 

4. Compute change of function  f = f(x’)- f(x). 

5. If Change of function is less than or equal to zero 

then accept the state .i.e. x=x’. But if Change of 

function is greater than zero then accept the new 

state with Probability 
0T

f

e



 .that is x=x’ only if 

random number u [0, 1) <
0T

f

e



. 

6. If the state is rejected, return to the previous state 

x’ 

7. Now, Set new Temperature by reducing the 

temperature by reducing function given by Eq. (9). 

 

This process is repeated until some stopping condition 

is met. Some common stopping conditions include: a 

preset number of iterations of the SA algorithm, reduction 

in Temperature or a predefined target fitness value. A 

computer program using MATLAB has been developed to 

perform the optimization process, and to obtain the best 

possible design. The flow chart describing the step-by-step 

procedure of optimizing the composite leaf spring using 

SA is shown in Figure 2. 

 

6. Results and Discussion 

 
The design problem here is to assign center width and 

thickness of a mono leaf double tapered composite spring. 

The design parameters such as span length of spring and 

load are same as that of the conventional steel leaf spring. 

Table 2 shows the input parameters for composite spring 

used by us. In this design, the cross-section area was kept 

constant but as demonstrated in Figure 3, the thickness 

decreased toward the leaf end while the width increased 

with the same taper ratio being constant at the eye for 

gripping. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and 

Simulated Annealing (SA) optimization technique is used 

to determine the best combination of our design variables, 

that is, centre breadth and thickness of composite spring. 
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Fig. 2: Flowchart of SA Algorithm 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Table 2: Input parameters of Composite leaf spring 
 

Parameter 
Composite 

Spring 

Spring Length under 

straight condition (mm) 
1220 

Modulus of Elasticity of 

material (GPa) 
32.5 

Material Density (kg/m
3
) 2600 

Load (N) 4500 

Maximum Allowable 

Stress (MPa) 
550 

 

 
Fig. 3: schematic of tapered mono leaf composite spring 

 

The variation of mass with the number of iterations is 

obtained for Particle Swarm Optimization and Simulated 

Annealing technique and is shown in Figures 4 and 5 

respectively. In PSO, as the number of iteration increases, 

mass converges towards its global optimum value from 

maximum value (1.657) to optimum value (1.393) as 

shown in Figure 4. In SA, as the number of iteration 

increases, mass converges from maximum value of the 

order of 10
30

 to the optimum value (1.965) as shown in 

Figure 5. 

 
Fig. 4: Variation of mass with number of iterations for Particle 

Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

START 

Initialise Temperature, 

Reduction Function, 

configuration, number 

of Iterations. 

 

Iteration =1 

Yes 

Is temp >min temp 

No 

Evaluate objective function at 

initial and random configuration 

 

Evaluate difference of objective 

function 

 

Is difference<0 

Accept the solution and 

Update Current set 

Iteration=iteration+1 

Print best values of 

variables and weight 

STOP 

Is u [0, 1)< 0T

f

e
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No 

Decrease Temp 

using reduction 

function 
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Fig. 5: Variation of mass with number of iterations for Simulated 
Annealing (SA) 

 

The variation of design variable with number of iteration 

obtained from Particle Swarm Optimization is shown in 

Figure 6 which clearly shows that with increase in number 

of iterations, breadth decreases and thickness increases to a 

global optimum value. The best values of design variables 

after infinite number of iterations obtained from SA is 

shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Variation of design variables for PSO (a) variation of 
breadth with number of iterations (b) variation of thickness with 

number of iterations. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7: Variation of design variables for SA (a) best point for 
breadth (b) best point for thickness. 

 

The variation of design constraints with number of 

iteration obtained from Particle swarm Optimization is 

shown in Figure 8. In PSO, as the number of iteration 

increases Stress increases but deflection decreases to an 

optimum value. 
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Fig. 8: Variation of design constraints for PSO (a) variation of 
stress with number of iterations (b) variation of deflection with 

number of iterations. 

 

Table 3 shows the comparison results obtained with SA 

and PSO for composite spring.  Also it is shown that the 

PSO method has outperformed SA as the weight according 

to SA is 1.93 kg while according to the PSO result is 1.39 

kg for composite leaf spring. The weight of leaf spring is 

reduced from 9.28 to 1.39 Kg in PSO and 1.96 in SA, 

when a seven-leaf steel spring was replaced by a mono-leaf 

composite spring which was nearly 85.02% and 78.87% 

lower respectively. From the results, it is observed that the 

composite leaf spring is lighter and more economical than 

the conventional steel spring with similar design 

specifications [8]. 

 
Table 3: Optimal Design Values of Composite Leaf Spring 

Parameters PSO 

Results 

SA   

Results 

Breadth (mm) 12.841 25.606 

Thickness (mm) 34.204 25.1805 

Maximum Bending Stress (MPa) 548.14 527.83 

Maximum Deflection (mm) 122.3 159.3 

Estimated mass (kg) 1.3927 1.9653 

 

7. Conclusion 

 
1. Particle Swarm optimization and Simulated 

Annealing algorithm are powerful non-traditional 

optimization techniques used for optimizing the 

composite leaf spring.  

2. In PSO, it has been found that introduction of 

velocity clamping and inertia weight is extremely 

important to ensure convergent behaviour. 

Similarly, In SA, it has been found that 

introduction of temperature parameter is 

extremely important to ensure convergent 

behaviour. 

3. The weight of leaf spring is reduced from 9.28 to 

1.39 Kg in PSO and 1.965 Kg in SA, when a 

seven-leaf steel spring is replaced by a mono-leaf 

composite spring.  

4. Around 85.02% and 78.87% weight saving is 

achieved in Particle Swarm Optimization and 

Simulated Annealing Technique respectively. 

5. From the results, it is concluded that Particle 

Swarm Optimization has outperformed Simulated 

Annealing as result given by PSO is 41% better 

than SA. 

6. It is shown that the PSO can be a robust method 

of optimization in such problems though the 

modelling process is more intricate in comparison 

with other metaheuristics and classic approaches. 
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